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This dissertation entitled as "optimum allocation in stratified sampling" 
is submitted in partial fulfilment for the award of the degree of Master of 
Philosophy in Statistics. I have tried my best to collect the relevant and 
necessary material related to the topic of the dissertation. 
This dissertation describes the formulation of some optimization 
problems arising in Univariate and Multivariate Stratified Sample Surveys as a 
Mathematical Programming Problem. The solutions are also proposed. 
Numerical illustrations are given to illustrate the necessary computational 
details. 
This dissertation consists of four Chapters. Chapter 1 provides an 
introduction to Census, Sample Surveys and various sampling designs. 
In Chapter 2, the problem of allocation in univariate stratified sampling 
has been discussed. The pattern for determining the sample size depends upon 
the aim of the survey, the cost involved, the required precision of the estimates, 
heterogeneity or homogeneity within strata, sizes of the strata, etc. This Chapter 
also discusses the various allocations used in Stratified Sampling design and 
their comparisons with simple random sampling. Limitations in using optimum 
allocation are also discussed. 
Ill 
In Chapter 3, the problem of allocation in multivariate stratified sampling 
has been studied. In multivariate stratified random sampling where more than 
one characteristics are to be estimated, an allocation which is optimum for one 
characteristic may not be optimum for other characteristics. In such situations 
we may need a compromise criterion to work out a usable optimum allocation 
which is optimum for all characteristics in some sense. This Chapter is based on 
the work of Khan, Khan and Ahsan (2001). 
In Chapter 4, the problem of finding integer optimum allocation in 
multivariate stratified sample surveys is discussed and solved by using 
Dynamic Programming Technique using a computer program in ' C language. 
This Chapter is based on the work of Khan, Jahan, & Ahsan (1997). 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 SURVEY 
The term survey implies collecting information either qualitative or 
quantitative on a finite set or subset of units constituting a population. For 
example, we may be interested in collecting information either on a set of 
persons or a set of animals or a set of plants or a set of households or a group of 
villages/cities or a group of business establishments or educational institutions, 
etc. The purpose of survey is to provide required information to be used for 
ftiture planning or to assess the present status of the government departments, 
business concerns, research institutions, human population etc. 
Surveys that cover the entire population under consideration are called 
"Census" or "Complete Enumeration". On the other hand surveys that are based 
on a selected part of the population (called sample) are known as Sample 
Surveys. Surveys are varied in nature and may be conducted in a variety of 
fields. 
Population And Sample: 
A population is a group of individuals, objects or items under study. For 
example, the citizens of India, schools in a particular state, hospitals, area under 
cultivation of any specific crop or yield of any specific crop in various districts 
etc. 
A sample is a finite part of a statistical population whose properties are 
studied to gain information about the whole. When dealing with human 
population, it can be defined as a set of peoples selected fi"om the population for 
the purpose of collecting information. 
Sampling And Census: 
Sampling: 
It consists of selecting some part of the population to construct the 
estimates of the unknown population characteristics. In other words it is the 
process or technique of selecting a suitable number of units from a population 
as a representative of the population for the purpose of estimating the 
parameters or characteristics of the whole population. 
Random And Non-Random Sampling: 
A sampling procedure which satisfies the following properties is termed 
as "Random sampling". 
1. A set of distinct sampleSiS'i,52,.",'S'vOf a fixed size can be defined. 
2. Each possible sample iS'/;(/ = l,2,...,v) is assigned a known probability 
of selection ;r/; (/ = l,2,...,v) 
3. The sampling procedure is capable of selecting any one of the possible 
sample Sj with its assigned probability TTJ . 
4. The method of computing the estimate from the sample leads to a 
unique estimate for any specified sample. 
A sampling procedure which does not satisfy the above properties is 
termed as "non-random sampling". 
Since no element of probability is involved in non-random sampling 
procedures they are not capable of further development of sampling theory. 
Hence, hereinafter, by sampling we mean only random sampling. 
The Principal Steps In Sample Surveys: 
Sample survey consists of the following major steps: 
1. Planning 
2. Processing and analysis of data 
3. Execution. 
4. Writing of the report. 
During planning stage, the whole operations beginning from the 
determination of objectives and fixation of population till the fmalization of 
report, should be kept in mind before execution of the survey. 
We may consider following points while conducting any survey: 
1. Objective of the survey. 
2. Determination of sampling units. 
3. Determination of sampling frame. 
4. Types of data to be collected. 
5. Appropriate precision to be fixed for sample results. 
6. Method of data collection. 
7. Determination of sample size. 
8. Selection of sampling design. 
9. Organization of field work. 
lO.Coding, Tabulation, Analysis of the collected data. 
11. Interpretation of results obtained fi-om the sample. 
Another aspect is to determine the survey period, that is the time period 
during which the survey data are to be collected; the reference period, the time 
period to which the data for all units should refer; the reporting period. 
Processing of data and its analysis should be carried out keeping in view 
the objectives of the survey. 
The report should be written in such a way that it exhibits the analysis 
depending on the objectives of the survey. 
Census: 
A census is a study that includes every member of the population under 
consideration. Census usually means the decennial count of every member of 
the country's population. However if each and every unit of the population is 
evaluated the survey is described as a "Census" or "Complete enumeration". 
Census can be seen as survey in more detailed sense it measures the 
nature of 'human-stock' and 'human-resources'. The census provides a general 
description, but there are many other government surveys which examine 
particular aspects of the life of the population in more detail and with greater 
frequency. 
Census Versus Sample Survey 
"Census" or "Complete enumeration" of all the units of the population is 
undertaken when we needs to obtain exact information about the population and 
its parameters. However, information gathered through census is not without 
error. There may be observational errors and errors due to non-response. The 
effort, money and time are bound to be extremely large in case of large 
populations. Moreover, one might not always be interested in acquiring 100% 
accurate information for planning and sometimes information with permissible 
margin of error serves the desired objectives. 
As an alternative to census, a sample survey may be conducted with the 
help of a sample of units to draw inferences on the characteristics of a finite 
population. As a sample survey deals with a small number of units compared to 
census and it becomes a feasible proposition of limited amount of financial 
resources, professional manpower, survey materials, data processing 
equipments, etc. In a sample study the sampling error decreases with the 
increase in the sample size, while non-sampling errors tend to increase with the 
increase in the sample size. In census we encounter only the non-sampling 
errors. 
Despite of having such problems in census it is not always unwarranted 
we often come across situations requiring census or complete enumeration of 
human population and live stock population, agriculture, industry, assessment 
of income tax recruitment of personnel for a particular establishment, etc. 
On the other hand if the population is infinite or sufficient resources, time 
and manpower etc. are not available sampling is the only alternative that 
provides the required information about the population under study. 
1.2 VARIOUS SAMPLING DESIGNS: 
1.2.1 Simple Random Sampling (SRS): 
A procedure for selecting a sample out of a finite population in which 
each of the possible distinct samples of a fixed size has an equal chance of 
being selected is called "Simple Random Sampling". A simple random sample 
is free from sampling bias as all the units of the population have equal chance 
of being selected in the sample. SRS may be with or without replacement. 
Simple Random Sampling With Replacement (SRSWR): 
In SRSWR a unit is selected from the population consisting of A'^  units, 
its contents are noted and then it is replaced back in the population before the 
next draw is made. This procedure is repeated «-times to have a sample of size 
n. In this method, at each draw, all the A'^  units of the population are available 
for drawing and have the same probability \/N of being selected. Here the 
same unit of population may occur more than once in the sample (order in 
which the sample units are obtained is regarded). There are N^ WR samples 
of size n from a population of size A'^  and each has an equal probability of 
being selected. 
Simple Random Sampling Without Replacement (SRSWOR): 
Suppose the population consists of A'^  units, then, in SRSWOR a unit is 
selected, its content noted and the unit is not replaced back to the population 
before the next draw is made. This procedure is repeated until a sample of size 
n is obtained. In WOR sampling also the probability of selection of any unit at 
any draw is — .In SRSWOR any unit of population can not appear in the 
A'' 
sample more than once (order is ignored).There are C„ possible distinct 
samples of size n out of a population of size A'^ . In SRSWOR all the samples 
are distinct and each such sample of the fixed size n has an equal probability 
~— of being selected. 
C 
1.2.2 Cluster Sampling: 
In random sampling, it is preasumed that the population has been divided 
into a finite number of distinct and identifiable units called the sampling units. 
The smallest units into which the population can be divided are called the 
'elements' of the population and a group of such elements is known as 
"clusters". After dividing the population into specified number of cluster (as a 
rule, the number of elements in a cluster should be small and the number of 
clusters should be large) a SRS of an adequate number of clusters is obtained 
and each and every unit of the selected cluster is measured and the required 
estimators are constructed. When the sampling unit is a cluster, the sampling is 
called Cluster Sampling. For example, in a population survey it may be cheaper 
to collect data from all units in a sample of households than from a sample of 
the same number of units selected directly from whole population. 
There are two main reasons for using cluster as sampling units: 
1. A complete list (sampling frame) of the population units is not 
available and therefore the use of individual units as sampling units is 
not feasible. 
2. Even when a complete list of populafion units is available, by using 
cluster as sampling unit the cost of sampling may reduce 
considerably. 
1.2.3 Stratified Random Sampling: 
The precision of an estimator of the population parameters depends on 
the size of the sample and the variability or heterogeneity among the units of 
the population. If the population is very heterogeneous and considerations of 
the cost limit the size of the sample, it may be impossible to get a sufficiently 
precise estimate by taking a simple random sample from the entire population. 
The solution of this problem lies in Stratified Sampling Design. In Stratified 
Sampling the population of size A^  is divided into L non overlapping and 
exhaustive groups called Strata each of which is relatively more homogeneous 
as compared to the population as a whole. Independent simple random samples 
of predetermined sizes from each stratum are drawn and the required estimators 
of the population parameters are constructed. 
Principal Reasons For Stratification: 
1. To increase the precision of the estimates we may divide a 
heterogeneous population into strata in such a way that each stratum is 
internally as homogeneous as possible. 
2. For administrative convenience in organizing and supervising the field 
work Stratified sampling is best suited. 
11 
3. To obtain separate estimates for some part of the population. 
4. We can accommodate different sampling plans in different strata. 
5. We can have data of known precision for certain sub division, 
consisting of one or more strata and treated each sub division as a 
separate population. 
6. Sampling problems may differ markedly in different parts of the 
population. With the human populations, people living in institutions 
like hotels, hospitals etc. are often placed in a different stratum from 
people living in ordinary homes because a different approach to the 
sampling is appropriate for the two situations. 
In Section 1.3 we will study stratified sampling in some detail. 
1.2.4 Double Sampling: 
In sample surveys, a number of sampling techniques like the use of ratio 
and regression estimates require information about an auxiliary variable x 
which highly correlated with the main variable y to increase the precision of 
the estimator of parameter. There may be situations where such auxiliary 
information is not available but can be obtained relatively easily at a 
comparatively low cost in terms of time and money. In such situations, it may 
be suitable to draw a relatively large preliminary sample and estimate the 
12 
unknown auxiliary parameter and then take either an independent sample, or a 
sub sample of the first sample for measuring the main variable of interest. This 
technique of estimating the auxiliary parameter first through a preliminary large 
sample and then drawing a second sample to measure x and y both is known 
as double sampling. 
1.2.5 Two Stage Sampling: 
Suppose that each unit called the first stage unit (fsu) that are nearly 
homogeneous in the population can be divided into a number of smaller units, 
or subunits called second stage units (ssu). A sample of n fsu has been selected. 
If ssu within a selected fsu give similar results, it seems uneconomical to 
measure them all. A common practice is to select and measure a sample of the 
ssu from each chosen fsu. This technique is called sub sampling, since the^ ^w is 
not measured completely but is itself sampled. Another name for this sampling 
design, due to Mahalanobis, is Two Stage Sampling, because the sample is 
taken in two stages. At first stage a sample of fsu often called the primary units 
is selected, then at the second stage a sample of ssu or sub units from each 
chosen ^ w is selected for measurement. Two stage sampling has a great variety 
of applications, which go far beyond the immediate scope of sample surveys. 
Whenever any process involve chemical, physical, or biological tests that can 
13 
be performed on a small amount of material, it is likely to draw a subsample 
from a larger amount that is itself a sample. 
Since this dissertation is based on the optimum allocation in stratified 
sampling. In the next Section we will discuss this sampling design in some 
detail. 
1.3 STRATIFIED SAMPLING: 
In stratified sampling the population of size A'^  units is divided in to 
subpopulations of sizes Ni,N2,-,Ni units respectively which are as 
homogeneous as possible within themselves. These subpopulations are mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive so that they comprise the whole of the population and 
A'^l +N2 +...+ N1-N. the subpopulations are called strata. After identifying 
the strata, independent simple random samples are drawn from each stratum 
independently. The sample sizes within the strata are «|,«2»•••,«/, respectively 
such that «i+«2+•••+«/, =«(thetotalsamplesize). The above procedure of 
sampling is called as stratified random sampling. 
Stratified sampling is the most popular sampling design. The necessity of 
stratification is often dictated by its administrative convenience. There are many 
other reasons for stratification; the principal ones are the following: 
14 
(i) if data of known precision are required for certain subdivisions of the 
population, it is advisable to treat each subdivisions as a "population" 
in its own right. 
(ii) Administrative convenience may dictate the use of stratification; for 
example, the agency conducting the survey may have field offices, 
each of which can supervise the survey for a part of population. 
(iii) Sampling problems may differ markedly in different parts of the 
population. With human populations, people living in institutions (eg; 
Hotels, Hospitals, Prisons) are often placed in a different stratum from 
people living in ordinary homes because a different approach to the 
sampling is appropriate for the two situations. In sampling businesses 
we may possess a list of the large firms, which are placed in a separate 
stratum. Some types of area sampling may have to be used for the 
smaller firms. 
(iv) Stratification may produce a gain in precision in the estimates of 
characteristics of the whole populafion, it may possible to divide a 
heterogeneous populafion in to subpopulafions, each of which is 
internally homogeneous. This is suggested by the name strata, with its 
implicafion of a division in to layers. If each stratum is homogeneous, 
in that the measurements vary little from one unit to another, a precise 
15 
estimate of any stratum mean can be obtained from a small sample in 
that stratum. A precise estimate for the whole population can be 
obtained after combining these separate estimates. 
In the theory of stratified sampling we come across with the study of the 
properties of estimates from a stratified sample and with the best choice of the 
sample sizes nj^ to obtain maximum precision. 
Notations: 
th 
Let a population of N units be divided in to L strata, the h stratum 
containing N^ units. The following symbols refer to stratum h 
N^ : size of the stratum. 
n^ : size of the sample. 
th 
yjy : value of the characteristic y for the j unit of the 
stratum / sample. 
: sample mean 
: stratum weight. 
: sampling fraction 
yh^ 
Wy. 
fh-
1 «A 
'—Y.yhj 
N 
__>Vl 
n 
16 
1 ^h 
Y^ = — ^yhj • stratum mean 
L Nf, 
Y - '^^y^i '• overall population total. 
Y ^ -
overall population mean. 
2 1 ^ / - \ 2 
Sf, = /^ _^. Xb/?/- -^h) '• stratum variance 
sj^ = -, r X [yiy -yh) : stratum sample variance 
Properties Of Estimates: 
1. Since the sampling is simple random sampling with in each stratum, y^j 
is unbiased estimator for Y^j. 
L 
Define j ^ ^ = ^fF/jJ^/,. It can be seen that y^i is an unbiased estimate of 
h=\ 
the overall population mean Y. 
17 
2. The variance of yg( is given by 
f^c)=S Lf ^ 1 A 
h^k'^h ^h 
^h^l 
• 1 
L c2 
1(1-A A 
18 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE PROBLEM OF ALLOCATION IN STRATIFIED SAMPLING: 
THE UNIVARIARE CASE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION: 
After fixing the number of strata L and stratum boundaries before 
drawing a stratified sample the sampler must decide about the sample sizes «/j; 
h = \,2,...,L to be drawn from each stratum. The problem of determining the 
value of «/j; h = 1,2,...,L are known as the "Problem of allocation" in stratified 
sampling literature. The criterion for determining the sample size may depend 
upon the aim of the survey, the cost involved, the required precision of the 
estimates, heterogeneity or homogeneity within strata, sizes of strata, etc. 
2.2 VARIOUS ALLOCATIONS IN STRATIFIED SAMPLING: 
There are various methods to allocate sample sizes to different strata in a 
stratified sampling. Some commonly used allocations are given below: 
(i) Equal allocation 
(ii) Proportional allocation 
(iii) Optimum allocation 
20 
(iv) Neyman allocation 
2.2.1 Equal Allocation: 
By equal allocation we denote the selection of a constant n^ - c number 
of sampling units from each stratum. The sampling fractions 
are//j = 1/F/, = cjcF^ , where, c units are selected from cFfj = Nfj units in the 
th h stratum. With a constant number c of elements selected at random from 
each stratum, The variance of the stratified sample mean becomes 
1 L 
'<^"'=;M)£«'-^^^ 
c 2 
'/;=1 
Equal allocation is usefiil when the stratum boundaries are not rigidly fixed. 
Then the samples can divide the population in to implicit strata, see (Kish 
(1995)). Equal allocation may also be used if strata sizes are not more variable 
and the strata are relatively homogeneous. 
2.2.2 Proportional Allocation: 
When no other information except N^f (Total number of units in the h 
stratum) is available, the allocation of a given total sample size n may be taken 
as 
21 
or n^ = INfj 
where A is the constant of proportionaHty. 
Taking summation both sides, we have, 
L L 
h=l h=\ 
n = XN 
X-- n 
'N 
Therefore, We have nu = —Nu 
Hfj = nWij (2.1) 
This allocation is known as "Proportional allocation". This allocation was 
originally proposed by Bowley (1926). This method of allocation is commonly 
used because of its simplicity. 
V{yg() under proportional allocation is given as 
^y St) prop = S 
A 
h=i[n^h ^h ^M 
= 1 ^^Wh W,,^ h=l{nWh Nfj WhSl 
22 
Since the value of n depends on whether the sample is chosen to meet a 
specified total cost C or to give a specified Variance V for 7^ .^ 
Case (i) If cost is fixed; 
The Cost function in Stratified Sampling may be taken as 
L 
C=co + Y,Chnh (2-2) 
h=l 
Where CQ is the overhead cost, which is constant for certain broad ranges of the 
th total sample size and cjj is the average cost of surveying one unit in the h 
stratum. 
Now, substitute the value of njj under proportional allocation in cost function 
and find the value of n as 
L 
h=l 
=> n=^^^ (2.3) 
and the value of «;jCan be obtained by putting the value ofn in (2.1), we get 
23 
nh L (2.4) 
V{yg() under Proportional allocation for fixed cost is 
v{yst) prop 
v[yst) prop 
L 
^ L ' 
iC-CQ)Wh Nh 
^i^i 
V J 
IchWh 
U=i ; 
(c-
U=i ; 
-%) 
(2.5) 
Case (ii) If Vis fixed: 
We have 
y(ys,hv= E ^1 1 ^ 
ll^jy"!! Nj, 
^Isl 
24 
T'^.sl 
=i> n = 
1 L 
(2.6) 
And the value of «/j can be obtained by putting the value of n in (2.1), we get 
Wv h'^h 
«/? = 
\h=\ J 
^^ h=l 
(2.7) 
Cost Under Proportional Allocation For Fixed Variance; 
It can be obtained by putting the value of «/, in (2.2), we get 
L 
(C-co)= 
L Y L A 
1 
(2.8) 
^^i;l^A N h=\ 
2.2.3 Optimum Allocation: 
In this method of allocation the sample sizes «/j in the respective strata 
are determined with a view to minimize Vij^f) for a specified cost of 
25 
conducting the sample survey or to minimize the cost for a specified value of 
The Cost function in stratified sampling may be taken as: 
L 
h=l 
(2.9) 
where, CQ is the overhead cost, which is a constant for certain broad ranges of 
the total sample size and c/, is the average cost of measuring one unit in the h 
stratum, which depends on the nature and size of the stratum, then 
th 
(C-co)=Y,Chnh^C' (say) 
h=\ 
(2.10) 
and also we know that 
viysth I 
z ^ i 1 ^ 
h=k^h ^h 
L n^2rr2 I Tjr2(.2 
wts w,rst 
' ' tx ^h tx ^h 
L rj/2o2 L ur2v2 
h=X ^h h=X ^h 
(2.11) 
where C and V are functions of «/j. To minimize F'for fixed Cor C for 
fixed V are both equivalent to minimize the product 
f 
V'C' = 
L l f 2 e 2 ^ 
h^X "// \h=X 
(2.12) 
It may be minimized by the use of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
26 
Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality: 
If afj,bfj;h = 1,2,...,Z are two sets of L positive numbers, then 
u 
h=\ J 
f L ^ 
> 
( L \ 
.h=l J 
; equality holds if and only if —is constant for 
all/2, 
In the product of F' C , we have 
a/j = — i = ^ > U and b^ - -^c^U}^ > 0 
Then, 
v'c'= i K v v ^ f I I A & F ^ z^ /^ /^^ V^  
h^\ h^\ J=l 
(2.13) 
Thus no choice of n^ can make V'C smaller than 
U=l 
This 
minimum value occurs when — = Constant, say A,. 
afj 
= , / Ch^h 
rih rifj^Cfj 
WhSh WhSh 
X 
rifj-A WhSh (2.14) 
nh cc 
WhSh (2.15) 
27 
This allocation is known as optimum allocation. 
Taking summation on both the sides of (2.14), we get 
h=\ h=\ ^^h 
or, ^^-r^ (2.16) 
Thus, the value of «/, can be obtained by putting the value of /I in (2.14), we 
get 
«/2=«^7 =^-^ — (2-17) 
h=\ h=l 
The value of n depends on whether the sample is chosen to minimize the 
variance for a specified total cost C or to minimize the cost for a specified value 
of the variance V for y^i. 
Case (i) If Cost is fixed; 
Substitute the value of n/^  under optimum allocation in cost function 
given by (2.2), we get the value of n as: 
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L L 
n-
L c-co=T^m^Y." f"^''^"" c. 
h=\ h=\ 
• n 
h=\ 
L 
h=\ 
h=\ 
L 
(C-CQ)YWhShl4^h 
n = ^-^^L (2.18) 
h=\ 
and the value of w/j can be obtained by putting the value of« in (2.17), we get 
L 
{C-c^)Y,WhShl4^h 
fifj = — 
L L 
h=\ h=l 
n, = (C-^0PI.S>./^^ (2.19) 
h=\ 
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V{yg() under optimum allocation for fixed cost is 
v{yst\ opt 
L 
1 h=\ L {C-CQ)WhSh Nf, K^l 
^(yAnt = 
f L 
opt (C-co) l^hSh^h - I Vh=\ 
k Wr. s} 
h=\ 
h ""h 
N 
(2.20) 
(ii) If Vis fixed: 
Substitute the optimum value of «/, in following 
v{ys,)-y-lP^- l ^ 
^ L ^ L M;^ 2r,2 
N h=\ h=\ "/» 
L ^h^l 
-1 
( ^ 
U=i 
h=\ ^^h^hN^^h 
1 ( L \f L \ 
\h=\ J\h=\ 
Thus, we have 
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f L Y L 
n= 
\h=\ 
T^hS^^ YWhShlhr 
Ah^l 
^^ h=\ 
and the values of n/^  is obtained as 
nh 
f L \f L 
\h=\ )\h-\ 
L 
L 
{WhSh/4^)lWhSh^h 
Hfj h=\ 
The Minimum Cost for fixed Variance is 
L L 
h=l h=\ 
U=i 
C-CQ 
(^ 
U=l 
V^],YWhSl 
(2.21) 
3] 
2.2.4 Neyman Allocation: 
Whenc/j, the cost per unit is constant from stratum to stratum, the total 
L 
cost becomes C=co + ^cn/j=co+c«; where c/j=c for all/z and optimum 
allocation for fixed cost reduces to optimum allocation for fixed sample size. 
Thus in stratified random sampling Vi^^i) is minimized for a fixed total size of 
sample n if 
nh=n~ 
WhSh 
Y^W^Sh 
rifjCcW^Sfj or n^ccNfjSfj 
This allocation is known as Neyman allocation. 
V{ygf) Under Neyman Allocation For Fixed n: 
(2.22) 
L f I L \ 
Hyst)Nev = I^-^;r^T.^hS, 
h=i^WhS,,^^^ Nf, K^l 
L 
z 
h=] nWhSh 
( ^ ^ 
YWhh 
U=i ^Pl ^ ^l^l Ni 
n 
( L Y 1 Z 
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Case (i) if cost is fixed: 
Substitute the value of n^ under Neyman allocation in cost function 
given by (2.2), we get the value of n as: 
C-co = X^"/? = en or n-
C-CQ 
h=\ 
n = 
C-CQ 
and the value of rifj can be obtained by substituting the values ofn in (2.22), we 
get 
«// 
(C-co)WhSh 
L 
h=\ 
^{yst) Under Neyman Allocation For Fixed Cost: 
V{yst)Nev = Z 
h=\ 
h=\ 
(C-co)WhSh N^ ^M 
(^ ] 
c Y^WfjSh 
U=i ; 
(^ ^ 
l^hSh 
U=i ; 
(c-co) 4i^.s« N h=\ 
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( c ^ (2.23) 
Case (ii) if Fis fixed; 
Substitute the value of «;, in the following 
v{yst) =v^ 
v^^X^X-Y 
kw}s}( L 1 x--„, „2 y "h^h 
N Y^^hSh 
^ ,(L 
n h=\ j 
n - • 
( L \ 
JWhSh 
N / ?=1 
The value of «/j is obtained as: 
^h = , ^hSh L L 
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i^hSh) T^hSh 
nh = 
\h=\ 
1 
v + — yw,sl 
Cost Under Neyman Allocation For Fixed Precision: 
It is obtained by substituting the value of «/, in tlie cost function. 
L ( L 
(r^ \ h=\ \h-\ 
{C-CQ) = 
^^TrT^h^l N h=\ 
^Ney - 0^ + 
(^ \ 
c T^hSh 
U=i J 
2.3 COMPARISON OF OPTIMUM ALLOCATION WITH 
PROPORTIONAL ALLOCATION AND SIMPLE RANDOM 
SAMPLING: 
Consider the variances of estimator of population mean under SRSWOR, 
proportional allocation and optimum allocation, which are as follows: 
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'ran *-* 
n 
V-prop '~^'t'^>.si^^^j:w,si-j^iw,si 
n h=\ h=\ h=\ 
Vopt = -
^ n 
wA -Y,i:w,si 
Vh-- N h=\ 
Consider 
^ L N. L Nu _ 
(N-\)s' = Y.l{yhj-Yf-ll{yhj-Yh+Y,-Yf 
h=\j=\ h=\j=l 
= i:i{yhj-Yhf^inn-Yf^2Y^T(yhj-Yh){Yh-Y) 
h=\J=\ h=\j=\ h=\j=\ 
n^h-^K + lNt,(Y^-Yf+2Y{Yh-Y) 
h=\ h=\ h=\ 
Y\yhj-Yh) 
; = i 
Since the sum of the deviations of the values from their mean is zero, we have 
.T\2 [N-\)s'-^Y^[N^-\)sl^-Y,Nh[Yh-Y) 
h=\ h=l 
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for large N, 1^0 . So that ^ ^ . M % M ) ^ p ^ , , and 
^ A^  N-\ l-{yN) ^ 
Nh _ Nh/N ^ 
N-l l-il/N) Wh 
then 
S^ = Y.WhSl + Y.Wh[Yh-Yf 
h=\ h=l 
Hence 
Ka. = ^ S 2 = i ^ ilV,sl + 1 ^ ilV,{Y,-Yf 
= Vprop + lyh^h -^ ) ^Vprop + positive quantity 
" h=\ 
V >V 
'^ ran -' prop (2.24) 
Further consider 
Vprop-Vopt=\Y.W^sl-^Y.WhSl 2 1 
( L 
/ 2 = 1 n 
^2 
1 ^ . . . . 2 
I f L 2^ 
l^hSl - l^hSf, 
h=l U=l y 
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T^hSl + 
(^ (^ 
U=i 
f L 
h=\ 
\2 
YWhSl+ T.^hSh l^h 
Kh=\ J 
L ( L \( L \ 
as Y^h-^ 
YWh 
h=\ 
^h ( ^ \ YWhSh 
U=i ; 
ISh 
( L \ 
U=i ; 
^ L f L 
= -YWh Sh-Y^hSh = + ve quantity. 
V h=l J 
f L \ 
Vprop = Kpt + - Z^/? ^h- Yj^hh 
h=\ \ h=\ ) 
V > V , 
'^prop - 'opt (2.25) 
from (2.24) and (2.25), we get 
V >V >V * 
'^ ran - '^ prop - '^ opt 
Also, V^^fj in terms of VQP( may be given as 
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L f L \^ L 
«/.=] " /;=! 
2.4 LIMITATIONS IN USING OPTIMUM ALLOCATION: 
In practice, there are certain limitations in the use of optimum allocation. 
2 2 
If S, are not known and s, are used in their place then optimum allocation 
may become less precise than proportional allocation. This allocation is known 
as modified optimum allocation. 
fih L 
h=\ 
To get more precise estimate, Sukhatme, P. V. (1935) suggested a 
technique in which a sample of size m are taken from each stratum to estimate 
5*, and {h^ - m) additional units are then drawn from the remaining {N}J - m) 
th 
units in the h strata, by simple random sampling without replacement to 
th 
complete the quota in the h stratum ; h-\,2,...,L. We shall assume that m is 
so chosen that the probability of «/, being less than m is zero. However, if h^ 
for a certain h comes out to be smaller than m, then we shall take h^-m and 
allocate sample sizes to the remaining {L-\) strata according to modified 
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optimum allocation with total cost fixed at (cQ-mcfj). Since h/j are subject to 
sampling errors, it is possible that by using modified optimum allocation we 
may have an allocation that is less precise than proportional allocation. 
40 
w " ^ 
^hafdjtr'3 
Optimum Allocation In Multivariate 
Stratified Sampling 
41 
CHAPTER 3 
OPTIMUM ALLOCATION IN MULTIVARIATE STRATIFIED 
SAMPLING 
3.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In multivariate stratified random sampling where more than one 
characteristics are to be estimated, an allocation which is optimum for one 
characteristic may not be optimum for other characteristics. In such situations a 
compromise criterion is needed to work out a usable allocation which is 
optimum, in some sense, for all characteristics. Such an allocation may be 
called a "Compromise Allocation" because it is based on a compromise 
criterion. 
In surveys, where several characteristics defined on the population units 
are highly correlated the individual optimum allocations for different 
characteristics may differ relatively little. For such situations Cochran (1977) 
suggested the use of the character-wise average of the individual optimum 
allocations as the compromise allocation, assuming that all the characteristics 
are equally important. For multivariate surveys with several independent 
characteristics of varying importance, Cochran's average allocation may result 
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in a substantial loss in precision of the estimates as compared to the estimates 
based on the other compromise allocation discussed in the subsequent Sections 
of this Chapter. 
Several authors have used various criteria for obtaining a usable 
compromise allocation. Among them are Neyman (1934), Peter and Bucher 
(Undated), Geary (1949), Dalenius (1957), Gosh (1958), Yates(1960), Aoyama 
(1963), Folks and Antle (1965), Kokan and Khan (1967), Chatterjee (1967 and 
1968), Arvanitis and Afonja (1971), Ahsan and Khan (1977 and 1982), Jahan et 
al. (1994), Khan et al. (1997) and many others. 
Chaddha et al. (1971) used dynamic programming technique to fmd the 
optimum allocation in univariate stratified random sampling. Omule (1985) 
used the same technique for the multivariate case. He minimized the total cost 
of the survey when the tolerance levels for the precisions of the estimates of 
various characteristics are prefixed. 
In this Chapter the problem of obtaining a compromise allocation in 
multivariate stratified random sampling is formulated as a non-linear 
programming problem (NLPP). This NLPP is treated as a multistage decision 
problem and a solution procedure is developed using the dynamic programming 
th th 
technique. The k stage of the solution provides the sample size for the k 
stratum. The compromise allocation, thus obtained is optimum in the sense that 
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it minimizes the weighted sum of the sampling variances of the estimates of the 
population means of various characteristics. 
This Chapter is based on the research paper Khan et al. (2003). 
3.2 THE PROBLEM: 
When the total amount available for a multivariate stratified survey is 
prefixed, a compromise allocation may be that which minimizes the weighted 
sum of the sampling variances of estimates of various characteristics with in the 
available budget. It is assumed that the characteristics are mutually independent 
hence the co-variances are zero. In a population with L strata and p 
independent characteristics, if the population means of various characteristics 
are of interest, it may be a reasonable criterion for obtaining the compromise 
allocation to minimize the weighted sum 
P I X 
i=\ 
of the sampling variances F^yy^J;/ = l,2,...,/>of the stratified sample means 
where K(J^ ,.,,)= Y^-JUlL-Y^^^'J-lX-.P, (3.1) 
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2 \ ^^1 - \l 
th 
are the stratum variances of the j characteristic in various strata and 
fl/>0; i = l,2,...,p, are weights assigned to various characteristics according to 
some measure of their importance. 
The weights Oj; / = 1,2,...,/? may be proportional to the sum of the stratum 
th variances for / characteristic, that is 
L 
h=\ 
p 
Letting ^ « / = 1, we have 
hi 
a / = - H ;i = lA...,p (3.2) 
The basis of this conjecture is the fact that if the given population is 
th 
heterogeneous with respect to the / characteristic then we need a larger sample 
th 
from various strata as compared to the k characteristic, which is relatively less 
heterogeneous, for constructing equally precise estimates for the two 
characteristics. A heterogeneous characteristic is to be studied with more care 
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and therefore, should be assigned relatively more weightage. This could be 
L 
done by using weights as defined in (3.2) where ^ 5 . . is used as a measure of 
h=\ 
th 
heterogeneity with respect to the j characteristic. 
With a linear cost function, the problem of finding the compromise 
allocation for a fixed cost may be stated as the following NLPP: 
Minimise ^a,v{y,„)=^a,^^LJL-Y^a,^^ 
L 
subject to co+^c/jn/j<C (3.3) 
h=\ 
and 2<nij<Nfj;h = \,2,...,L 
P 
where n^;h-1,2,...,! are the required compromise allocations and Cfj-^c^j, 
is the cost of measuring all thep characteristics on a sampled unit from the 
th 
h stratum . 
Note that the above definition of c/j is different from that used in (2.2). 
P 
Here in after by c/^  we will meanc/; = ^ c/ , / as defined above. All other 
/=] 
notations are same as in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1, except for the additional 
suffix '/' which is introduced to denote the /characteristic. The compromise 
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allocations «/, are assumed to be continuous over the interval [2, A'^ /,]; 
/2 = 1,2,...,L. 
The terms in the second summation in the objective function of the NLPP 
(3.3) are constants with respect to «/j and therefore may be ignored for the 
purpose of minimization. Ignoring the term independent of «/,, interchanging 
the order of the two summations and letting 
i=\ 
in the objective function, the NLPP (3.3) may be restated as: 
Bfj L ^ 
Minimize Z(«|,«2,."5«z,)=X (^ -^ ^ 
L 
subjectto ^c/jn;j<Co (3.5) 
h=l 
and 2<nfj<Nh;h^l,2,-,L (3.6) 
where CQ=C-CQ. 
The restrictions Ufj <N^m (3.6) are imposed to avoid over sampling and 
the restrictions 2<«/j in (3.6) are imposed to have an estimate of the stratum 
variances S,-. 
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A careful study of the NLPP (3.4) - (3.6) reveals its following special 
features: 
(i) Since B^>0;h-1,2,...,L the objective function Z is strictly convex. 
(ii) The feasible region 
F= 
L 
(«],«2v,«i)l X^/»"/?-^oand2<«;,<A^;,;/z = l,2,...,I 
h=\ 
> is a 
bounded convex region. 
(iii) The necessary and sufficient conditions for F to be nonempty and 
L 
hence for the existence of an optimal solution is 2 ^ c /^ <Co . 
h=\ 
(iv) The optimal solution to the NLPP (3.4) - (3.6), if it exists, will be 
unique and will be a point on the boundary of the feasible region F 
L 
defined by the equation ^c/^n/, =Co . In other words the constraint 
h=\ 
(3.5) will be active at the optimal point. 
Ignoring restrictions in (3.6) and using Lagrange multipliers technique 
the optimum values of «/j i.e. «/, that minimize (3.4) subject to (3.5) (as an 
equation), are obtained as: 
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nh=-Y^ ;/z = l,2,...,L. (3.7) 
h=\ 
If the above values of n^ satisfy (3.6) also the NLPP (3.4) - (3.6) is 
solved and (3.7) will give the required compromise allocations. In case some or 
all of the n/j given by (3.7) violate (3.6), the Lagrange multipliers technique 
fails and some other constrained optimization technique is to be used. The 
following Sections of this Chapter present a procedure to obtain the 
compromise allocations using the dynamic programming technique in case the 
Lagrange multipliers technique fails to obtain a solution. For problems whose 
solutions may be obtained by using Lagrange multipliers technique, the 
dynamic programming technique provides an identical solution. 
3.3 THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH: 
The objective function as well as the constraint of the NLPP (3.4) - (3.6) 
are sum of separable functions of n^;h = 1,2,...,Z,. 
Thus the NLPP (3.4) - (3.6) which is an L- stage decision problem can 
be decomposed in L single - stage single variable decision problems. 
Let Z denote the optimal value of the objective fiinction (3.4) under the 
constraints (3.5) and (3.6), then 
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z* = mm 
Bf, L 
-Ac.) (say) (3.8) 
where the minimization is carried out over the set of feasible solutions 
F=<j {ni,n2,...,ni) \ J^c/^n/j<Co and 2<«/, <Nfj; h = 1,2,...,Z 
th 
with CI=CQ, where Ci denote the available budget at the L stage. Again let 
rth 
ni be any feasible value of the L decision variable. Keeping ni fixed we 
compute 
mm 
«1,«2'-'"L-1 
Bh ' L BL 
-^^+ mm 
ni «,,«2,-,«L-i 
L-\ 
Bh (3.9) 
Then f\Ci I will be the smallest of all the R.H.S. values given by (3.9) for all 
feasible ni. Now f\fi-] j= min 
Z-l Bh (3.10) 
where the minimization is carried out over the set of feasible solutions 
L-\ 
(ni,n2,...,ni_i) \ ^c/^n/^<Co-cini and2<«/j <Nh; h = 1,2,...,! - 1 
and Ci_i denotes the available budget for {L -1) strata (or at ( l - if stage) 
I I 
Obviously Ci_\ =Ci-cini. 
Combining (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) 
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/Cj=min ^ + /IC. i-) (3.11) 
where ni satisfies 
l<ni <rmn\fl,NL] (3.12) 
and Ci= maximum possible size of the sample that can be drawn from L 
strata within the available budget Ci i.e. 
th 
Cr=-
L-\ 
h=\ 
C 
(3.13) 
L 
To evaluate /(C/,) the RHS of (3.11) is to be minimized with respect to the 
single variable ni given by (3.12) provided f\fL-\] i^  known. 
To compute f\fi-\ j one can proceed just as above and get 
f\CL-\]= min 
«i,n2,-,«z,-2 
+ / Q_2 
where / (ci-.) -
L-2 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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and the minimization is carried out over the set of feasible 
solutions 
L-2 
(«l,«2,-,«i-2) I Z^/j"//-^0-(cL-l«l-l+Ci:«z)and2<n;,<A^/j; 
h=\ 
h = l,2,...,L-2 
This procedure is continued until 
/lCiJ=min 
«i .«1 
(3.16) 
is obtained. 
In actual practice we first evaluate f\f\j then flCj) ^^'^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ 
finally/(ci) Z t 
Jh At the k stage of solution we have to find rij^ for which 
/lQ/=min + / Q-1 (3.17) 
f\Ck = 
K n K 
min ^ — I ^c^rif, <Cj^ and 2<«/j <A''/j; h = 1,2,..., A: (3.18) 
for all Q satisfying 
k L 
h=\ h=k+l 
(3.19) 
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Q denote the cost available for measuring all the units selected in the sample 
from first k strata. 
The RHS of the (3.17) is minimized over nj^ given by 
2<nk<rmn\fl,Nk] (3.20) 
where Q = maximum possible size of the sample which could be drawn from 
the k strata within the available cost Cj^ for the first k strata i.e., 
Cl= ? = i - (3.21) 
Initially we set /(CQ )~ ^ • 
Solving NLPP (3.4) - (3.6) is equivalent to find fspi)- Using the 
formula (3.17), f\Pi] is found recursively. From /IC/^), «I is computed. 
Similarly «2-l is computed from /(C/^-ij; and so on unfil finally n\ is 
obtained. 
Assuming «/, as continuous variables to obtain /(Cy^ I at the k stage; 
k-\,2,...,L; differential calculus may be used to minimize — + / 1 Q _ I 
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provided the nj^ so obtained remains feasible. Otherwise some search method 
may be used. 
The following two examples illustrate the computational details of the 
solution procedure using the dynamic programming technique. The data of the 
first example are due to lessen (1942) as reported in Sukhatme et al. (1984) 
except for the costs c/, and C that are assumed. Here variable cost of 
measurement is assume while in lessen (1942) they are constant. The data of 
the second example are artificial. 
3.4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES: 
Example 1: In a stratified population with five strata the population means of 
three independent characteristics are to be esfimated. The values of A'^ /j,PF/j,the 
1 1 1 
estimated stratum variances s.., s,^, cind s,^ and the cost c/j are given in the 
Table 3.1 
The value of C, the total cost available for the survey and the overhead 
cost CQ , are assumed to be 4500 and 500 units respectively. Thus the total cost 
available for measurements CQ = 4500 - 500 = 4000 units. 
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A^  
'•^  I'-i U 
j>; A*«, •*v. ) - I i^  
Table 3.1 
Data for 5 strata and 3 characteristics 
h 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
^ / . 
39552 
38347 
43969 
36942 
41760 
^h 
0.197 
0.191 
0.219 
0.184 
0.208 
4, 
12 
80 
1113 
84 
247 
, 2 
^2 
56 
2132 
565 
355 
68 
^2 
41.3 
23.1 
10.9 
11.5 
38.8 
"^h 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
From Table 3.1 
5 5 5 
2:4=1536, 14=3176, 2:4=125.6 
/?=! /?=] /;-l 
5 3 
a"d 114=4837.6 
/2 = 1M 
Replacing 5^. by their corresponding sample estimates s^. in (3.2), the 
weights flj-; / = 1,2,3 are worked out as: 
«] =—^=0 .3175 , fl2 = ^ ^ = 0 . 6 5 6 5 and a 3 = J ^ = o . 0 2 6 0 
4837.6 4837.6 4837.6 
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The values of the constants Bf, are given by 
3 
/=1 
approximated to four places of decimal are worked out as : 
51=1.6163,^2 =52.0095,53 =34.7157,54 =8.8035and55 =5.3679 
The NLPP (3.4) - (3.6) for the numerical values given in Table 3.1 and the 
values of Bfj;h = 1,2,...,5as calculated above is given as: 
,,. . . ^ 1.6163 52.0095 34.7157 8.8035 5.3679 ,^  ^^, 
MimmizeZ- + + + + , (3.22) 
n\ 2^ 3^ ^A ^5 
subject to 2«i+3«2+4«3+5«4+6«5<4000, (3.23) 
and 
2<«i<39522, 
2<«2<38347, 
2<«3<43967, (3.24) 
2<n4<36942, 
2<«5<41760. 
Ignoring (3.24) and taking equality in (3.23), the optimum sample sizes 
«^;/2 = l,2,...,5 (rounded off to the nearest integer values) using (3.7) are 
worked out as given in the Table 3.2. 
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These values of «/j satisfy (3.24) also, hence they solve the NLPP (3.22) 
(3.24) completely. The optimal value of the objective function Z, say 
Z =0.3684. 
For the sake of illustration, in the following, the dynamic programming 
approach to the NLPP (3.22) - (3.24) is given. 
Table 3.2 
Calculation of n^j using formula (3.7) 
h 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
5 / j 
1.6163 
52.0095 
34.7517 
8.8035 
5.3679 
Ch 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
4^hhh 
0.8990 
4.1637 
2.9475 
1.3269 
0.9459 
5 
h=l 
-i^kCh 
1.7979 
12.4911 
11.7901 
6.6346 
5.6752 
38.3889 
* 
(round off) 
94 
434 
307 
138 
98 
As defined earlier C},;h-1,2,...,5 and their limits are: 
C5 =2^] +3^2 +4^3 +5n4 +6^5 =4000 
I f 
C4=C5-6n5;28<C4<3988 
I I 
C3=C4-5n4;18<C3<3978 
t I 
C2=C3-4n3;10<C2<3970 
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Ci=C2-3n2;4<Ci<3964. 
The values of N^;h-\,2,...,5 are sufficiently large to assume that 
min(Q ,N]^)=C]^, where Q is as defined by (3.21) 
For the first stage of solution 
2<«]<Ci 
1.6163 
=/Co 
= min 
2<«i<cJ' 
1.6163 
"1 
, because / (CQ j=0. Thus 
, , 3.3266 * C] 
Q 2 
(3.25) 
For the second stage of solution 
2<«2^C'2 
52.0095 
«2 
+ /Cl 
2<«2< 
mm 
C2-4 
52.0095 3.232 
+ — — 
«2 Q 
2<n2< 
mm 
C2-4 
52.0095 3.2326 
+— 
"2 C2-3«2 
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Thus 
i^.)J04.1778109 ^^  „.^0 29.391205Ci (3.26) 
((3.26) is obtained by using differential calculus for minimizing the quantity 
inside the [] with respect to ni for values of C2 satisfying 10<C2 <3970.) 
Similarly for the third stage of solution 
/(c;)=^?^l?i?^at.3*=0.113022225C; (3.27) 
For the fourth stage of solution 
/ ( C 4 ) = ^ ^ ^ M ? ^ at .^0.040561329C4 (3.28) 
and for the fifth and the final stage of solution 
/(C5)=0.368427286 at ^5 =98.55545093 (3.29) 
using the value of n^ given by (3.29) we get 
C\ =C5 -6^5 =4000-6 X 98.55545903=3408.667246 
Substituting this value of C4 in (3.28) 
«J=0.040561329x3408.667246=138.2600736 
proceeding in this manner we obtain 
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^3 = 307.1228507, ^2 = 433.8452188, «[ = 93.6699094 
Rounding off to the nearest integer value we get the optimum compromise 
allocations as: 
nl = 94, «2 = 434, «3 = 307, nj = 138 and nt, = 98 
which are same as given in Table 3.2 obtained by using formula (3.7). 
Example 2: In a stratified population with three strata and two independent 
characteristics the value of Nfj,W^, Sfj], 5/^ 2, andcfj as given in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 
Data for 3 strata and 2 characteristics 
h 
1 
2 
3 
Nh 
18 
27 
15 
Wh 
0.30 
0.45 
0.25 
^hX 
2 
4 
20 
^h2 
3 
1 
35 
C/, 
3 
4 
5 
Assuming both the characteristics equally important, that is ai=a2, the 
problem of finding the compromise allocations for a total fixed budget 
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C =125 units including an overhead cost CQ =25 units, may be given as the 
following NLPP: 
, , . . . ^ 1.1700 3.4425 101.5625 Minimize Z- H H 
«1 «2 «3 
(3.30) 
subject to 3«i+4«2+5«3<100 (3.31) 
and 
2<«i<18 
2<n2<21 
2<«3<15 
(3.32) 
The rounded off solution given by (3.7) is «] =2,«2 =3,A23 =16 . 
This solution is not feasible because it violates the restriction 
2<A23<15in (3.32), hence as an alternative method of solution, the dynamic 
programming approach is used. 
We have Q ; ^ = 1,2,3 and their limits as: 
C3=3ni+4«2+5«3=100, 
I t 
C2=C3-5«3;14<C2<90, 
I t 
and Ci=C2-4«2;6<Ci<54, 
For the first stage of solution 
2<«]<min(Ci,A^l) 
1.17 
«1 
+ / C , 
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2<«i <min 
mm 
1.17 
. «1 . 
because /(^ o)= 0 
= mm 
3 
1.17 
«1 
(using the limits of Q it can be seen that min c, ). Thus 
/ lCJ=^a t«*=0 .3333Ci (3.33) 
For the second stage of solution 
AClh min ,, 
2<«2^min(C2,A^2) 
3.4425 3.512 
+—— 
«2 C 
mm 
2<«2 ^iTiin 
, 4 , 
3.4425 3.51 
+ 
«2 C2-4«2 
Thus 
/ ' \ 31.1843 * (3.34) 
For the third and the final stage of solution 
/p3J= min ^  
2<«3<niin(C3,7V3) 
101.5625 31.1843 
+ • — 
«2 Co 
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2<773 <min 
min 
5 
101.5625 31.1843 
+— 
«3 C3 - «3 
2<«3 <min 
mm 
^100-14 ^ 
V 5 
101.5625 31.1843 
+ 
«3 IOO-/73 
/ 
mm 
2<«3<15 
101.5625 31.1843 
+ 
«3 100-«3 
Thus 
/(C3)=8.0182 at«2=15 (3.35) 
Now C2=C3-C3«3 =100-5x15=25 
By (3.34) «2 =0-661x25=4.1525 
Again Q =C2 -C2«2 =25-4 x 4.1525=8.39 
By (3.33) «1 =0.3333x8.39=2.7966 
Rounding off to the nearest integer values the optimum compromise allocations 
are given as: 
„* =.3, «2 =4, and 4 =15with Z* =8.0215 
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3.5 DISCUSSION: 
The NLPP (3.3) provides a general formulation of the problem of 
obtaining a compromise allocation in multivariate stratified random sampling 
with p independent characteristics. The following situations may be considered 
as its particular cases. 
(1) With ai =1; / = 1,2,...,;? the objective of NLPP (3.3) will become 
"MinimizeYviyisty 
z = l 
which is equivalent to minimize the trace of the variance covariance matrix of 
7/5^;/ = 1,2,..., j!? (which is a diagonal matrix when the characteristics are 
independent) for a fixed budget. 
Note that when weights are equal and they are taken as 
P 
aj=l;i = l,2,...,p then Yaj=p^l as stated in Section 3.2. But this 
i=\ 
discrepancy will not affect the solution in any way because minimizing Z is 
equivalent to minimize kZ, where ^ is a constant. 
(2) With c^=l;h-l,2,...,L and CQ=C-CQ=n (the total sample size) 
L 
and taking equality the constraint co + ^ c/j«/j<C in NLPP (3.3) would 
h=\ 
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become ^«/j=«, in which case the compromise allocation would be for a 
h=\ 
fixed total sample size n. 
(3) Let the loss function /(z/) due to an error ^/= (j^w^-^j in the 
estimate yj^i of Yj be a simple quadratic fiinction of Zj, that is 
l{zi)=bi[yig( -Yj) , where bj >0; / = 1,2,...,p are known constants. 
The expected loss Lj; i-\,2,...,p in this case would be 
Li-Ebi(yi,,-Yif 
=biE(yi,,-Yif 
= binyist) 
Thus the objective of the NLPP (3.3) would be to minimize the total 
expected loss for a fixed budget. 
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^htifdej^-4 
Integer Optimum Allocation In 
Multivariate Stratified Sampling 
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CHAPTER 4 
INTEGER OPTIMUM ALLOCATION IN MULTIVARIATE 
STRATIFIED SAMPLING 
4.1 INTRODUCTION: 
As discussed in Chapter 3 usually in sample surveys more than one 
population characteristics are to be estimated. These characteristics may be of 
conflicting nature. When stratified sampling is to be used, an allocation that is 
optimal for one characteristic will generally be far from optimal for others. To 
resolve this problem one has to search for a compromise allocation that is in 
some sense optimal for all the characters. 
For practical selection of a sample we need integer sample sizes. The 
easiest and the most popular way to achieve an integer solution to any problem 
is to round off the noninteger solution to the nearest integer value. As far as the 
mathematical programming problems are concerned there are two well known 
reasons for not attempting the rounding off technique. First, the rounded 
solution may become infeasible; second, the rounded off solution may be far 
from optimal. However, as regards allocation problems rounding works well, as 
the variance functions are usually flat at optimum point (see cochran (1977)), 
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and if the sample sizes are large enough the feasibility is also maintained or the 
violations are too small to bother about. 
In multivariate stratified random sampling rounded off integer solution 
may fail to give an optimal or a near-optimal result when the sample sizes are 
small and it may also violate the cost constraints if the costs of measurement in 
various strata are high enough. In such situations we have to use some integer 
programming technique to obtain an integer optimum compromise allocation. 
In the present Chapter the problem of determining the optimum integer 
compromise allocation in multivariate stratified sampling is formulated as a 
nonlinear integer programming problem, which is treated as a multistage 
decision problem, and a solution is obtained using dynamic programming 
technique. 
Dynamic programming is usually inefficient in practice because of the 
amount of numerical calculations involved. However, a computer program 
relieves the user from the burden of calculations. A computer program (in C-
language) for the proposed algorithm is given in Section 4.5. Two numerical 
examples are given to illustrate the practical application of the algorithm. The 
notations used in this Chapter are that of Cochran (1977). This chapter is based 
on Khan etal. (1997). 
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4.2 THE PROBLEM: 
Chatterjee (1967) obtained the compromise allocation by minimizing the 
sum of the relative increase Ej in the variances of the estimates y^f of the 
population means Y ' when a nonoptimum allocation is used for a fixed budget. 
He showed that the relative increase 
^ ^ 1 yCf,\nlj-nfjj ^ 
Ch=\ ^h 
* th 
where n^j is the usual optimum allocation for fixed budget C for the / 
th 
characteristic in the h stratum. 
Chatterjee formulated the problem as 
P 
Minimize E = ^Ei, 
i=\ 
L 
subject to C=^Cfjnfj, (4.1) 
where p denote the number of characteristics to be measured on each unit of 
the sample. 
He used the Lagrange multiplier technique to work out a noninteger 
solution and then by rounding off obtained the integer solution to the problem. 
Chatterjee's allocation is given by 
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c'VS/4' 
Cochran (1977) indicated that by averaging the individual optimum allocations 
given by 
nl^^W^JL (43) 
YWhShi4^h 
over the p characters and rounding them to the nearest integer, one can get a 
compromise allocation that is not very far from the individual optimum 
allocations in the sense that the increase in the variances due to not using the 
optimum allocation is sufficiently small. 
Cochran's compromise allocation is given by 
. , = i f ^ ^ W V ^ . (4.4) 
h=\ 
Expression (4.2) and (4.4) are used for comparisons in Section 4.6 of this 
Chapter. 
If the strata sizes are not large enough, the Lagrange multiplier technique 
may give us an allocation in which some nfj>Nfj; this is known as 
oversampling. Also, to ensure the representation of each stratum in the sample 
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we must have all «/,>!. Further, we need «/, to be integers in order to 
implement the allocation practically. 
When «/j are restricted to be integers and there is equality in cost 
constraint we may have a highly distorted optimum or even end up with no 
solution. To avoid this the cost constraint must be an inequality. These 
situations are illustrated geometrically for I = 2, in Figures 1 and 2 on page 72 
and 73 respectively. 
After all the above-discussed factors are taken care of, the problem (4.1) 
may be modified as the following integer nonlinear programming problem: 
L 
subject to ^Cfjn/j <C , 
h=l 
\<nh<Nf,,h = \X...,L, 
and «/j are integers, h = 1,2,...,L. (4.5) 
4.3 SOLUTION USING DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE: 
Problem (4.5) is a multistage decision problem in which the objective 
function and the constraints are separable fiinctions of n^, which allows us to 
use the dynamic programming technique. 
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^2 
^ 2 = 1 
1^ 
Figure 1. No solution (no integer point on the line representing the cost 
constraint as an equation). 
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distorted 
optimum 
due to 
equality 
constraint 
general direction 
ofdecreaseofthe 
objective function 
abetter 
solution at a lesser cost 
Figure 2. Distorted optimum. 
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Consider the following subproblem involving the first k strata: 
Minimize - ^ ^ l ^ ^ C h Whi-nh] 
i=\h^\ ""h 
subject to ^Cfjnij<c, 
h=l 
\<nfj<Nfj; h = \,2,...,k. 
and n^ are integers; h = \,2,...,k, (4.6) 
where k<L and c<C and c is the available budget for k strata. 
Let f{k,c) denote the minimum value of the above objective function of 
(4.6); that is, 
f(k,c)=mm\-Y^Y. l^lc, [4i-nhj 
^i^\h=\ n^ h=\ 
\<n}j <N}j and rifj are integers; h = 1,2,...,k • (4.7) 
With the above definition of f{k,c) the problem (4.5) is equivalent to find 
f{L,C) recursively by finding f{k,c) for ^==1,2,...,! and for all feasible c; 
thatis, 5]^^jC;,<c<C. 
We can write 
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f{Kc)= mm ^ V A^: [4i -nkj .'^^ ^rW (4i -f^hf 
i=[ nk i??, i=\h=\ «A 
k-\ 
Y^Chnh^c-CkUj,, 
h=\ 
l<nfj<N}j and «/j are integers; h = l,2,...,k-l 
For a fixed-integer value of Uj^ 
\<nk< c 
Ck 
,Nk 
where [c/c^] is the largest integer <c/c^ ',f{k,c) is given by 
C . , HI, 
+ mm 
/=! "^ h=\ 
\<nfj<N}j and «/j are integers; /z = l,2,...,A:-l 
Then for the first stage (i.e., for/t = 1) 
/(l'c)=—E(4-«IJ ' (4.8) 
/=! 
evaluated for nj = min([c/q],A'^l). 
Using the principle of optimality of dynamic programming, we get the 
recurrence relation 
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f{k,c)- min 
«^ feasible 
1 yg/^ fe-^ /^ f T Z 
=1 ")t 
+ / (A ; - l , c -Cy t%) A:>2 
or 
f{k,c)- min 
l<«^<min([c/cJ,iVj 
«^ integer 
+ 
+ /(A:-l,c-Cyt«;fc) , k>2 (4.9) 
If we solve the relations (4.8) and (4.9) recursively for each k = 1,2,-,L 
and for all feasible c,f{L,c) can be calculated. From f{L,C) we can find 
optimum ni; that is, ni,from f{L- 1,C-cini) we can find «2-l ^^ ^^  so on 
until finally n\ is obtained. Also /(A:,c)=oo,if c< ^c/j or «^ <1 or 
nj^>Nj^; k^\,2,...,L. 
4.4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES: 
The following two numerical examples are presented to illustrate the use 
of dynamic programming. These examples demonstrate that the solutions 
obtained by Chatterjee and Cochran given in expressions (4.2) and (4.4) provide 
infeasible solutions to the problem, whereas dynamic programming provides a 
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A U 
feasible as well as optimum compromise allocation. The-ol^^Of^ample 2 is a 
realistic one, reported in lessen (1942), except for the changes in individual 
measurement costs and the total budget of the survey. 
Example 1: In a stratification with three strata and two variables, the values of 
N}j,W^,Sfji,SIJ2 and cjj are as given in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 
Data for three strata and two characteristics. 
h 
1 
2 
3 
Nh 
18 
27 
15 
Wh 
0.3 
0.45 
0.25 
^h\ 
2 
4 
20 
^hl 
1.5 
2 
35 
^h 
3 
4 
5 
The total cost C of the survey is fixed as 100 units. 
The individual optimum allocations, worked out by the formula (4.3) are: 
Phi 
(2 
6 
114 
n 
2 
isj 
so that Cochran's compromise allocation (rounded) given in (4.4) is 
«1=2,«2=4 and «3=16, 
which is infeasible because it violates «3 <A^ 3 and X/j=i^ /2"A -^• 
(4.10) 
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The Chatterjee's compromise allocation (rounded) obtained by use of 
expression (4.2) is the same as (4.10) except that «2 =245 instead of 244 above, 
and hence is also infeasible. 
The compromise allocation obtained with the use of dynamic 
programming as discussed in Section 4.3 and obtained by running the computer 
program given in Section 4.5 with a total relative increase in the variances as 
0.178810. 
Example 2: The following data in Table 4.2 are from a farm survey reported by 
lessen (1942) with respect to three characteristics, namely, the number of cows 
milked per day, the number of gallons of milk yield per day, and total the 
annual cash receipts from dairy products. The total number of farms was 
7V=200,770. 
Table 4.2 
Data for five strata and three characteristics. 
h Nfj W^ Sfji Sfj2 Sfj2, 
i 39,552 0197 46 ilJ 332 
2 38,347 0.191 3.4 9.8 357 
3 43,969 0.219 3.3 7.0 246 
4 36,942 0.184 2.8 6.5 173 
5 41,760 0.208 3.7 9.8 279 
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It is assumed that the cost of measurement c;, in various strata are 
q =3 units, C2=4units C3 =5 units, C4=6units, and 05= 7units and the total 
budget of the survey is C=5,000 units. 
The individual optimum allocation worked out by the formula (4.3) is 
* 
Phi 
^336 341 314^ 
209 240 283 
208 176 200 
135 125 108 
187 198 182 J 
The Cochran's compromise allocation (rounded) given in (4.4) is 
«l=330,«2=244,«3 =195,^ 4 =123 and «5=189. 
The Chatterjee's compromise allocation (rounded) obtained by using expression 
(4.2) is 
«1=330,«2 =245,^3 =195,^ 4 =123 and «5=189 
Both the allocations are infeasible, because they violate the constraint 
llh=fhnh^C. 
The INLPP (4.5) constructed from the data provided in Example 2 is 
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Minimize 
5000 
3(336-«i)2 3(341-«i)2 3{3\4-n]f 4(209-«2)^ 
1 1 1 
m m m no 
•+ 
«2 
«3 
n\ n\ n\ 
4(240-«2)^ 4(283-«2)^ 5(208 
1 1 1 .— 
«2 «2 «3 «3 
5(200-^3)^ 6(135-/74)^ 6{\.15-n^f 6(103-^4)^ 
«3 «4 «4 «4 
7(187-^5)^ ^ 7(198-^5)^ ^ 7(l82-n5)-
«5 «5 «5 
+ 
subject to 3«i +4«2 +5«3 +6^4 +7«5 <5000 
1<«1<39552 
1<«2 ^38347 
1<«3<43969 
l<n4< 36942 
1<«5<41760 
and n\,n2,ni„ n^ and n^ are integers. 
(4.11) 
The compromise allocation obtained by using dynamic programming 
technique as discussed in Section 4.3 by running the computer program in ' C 
language in Section 4.5 of this chapter is 
«1=331,A72=246,«3=195,«4=123 and «5=187, 
with a total relative increase in the variances = 0.017350. 
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4.5 COMPUTER PROGRAM IN 'C LANGUAGE: 
Program for Example 1; 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
int main() 
{ 
FILE*in,*fl; 
int r,s,min,aaa,i,j ,x,nres[ 10],n 1 [ 10],k 1 ,c=0,c 1 ,nk0,c2=0,k; 
float p,q,minl,res=0; 
intc0=100,j_max=2,k_max=3,nv[10][100]; 
float fI10][100],b[100]; 
intnk[4Hl,18,27,15}; 
intck[4]={l,3,4,5}; 
int n[4][3]= {{9,9,9}, 
{9,2,1}, 
{9,6,2}, 
{9,14,18}}; 
for(k=l ;k<=k_max;k++) 
{ 
c2=c2+ck[k]; 
if(k==l) 
{ 
nl[k]=c/ck[k]; 
nv[k][c]=nl[k]; 
if((cO/ck[k])<nk[k]) 
nkO=cO/ck[k]; 
else 
nkO=nk[k]; 
do 
{ 
P=0; 
for(i=l;j<=j_max;j++) 
P=P+(n[k]D]-nl[k])*(n[k]Ij]-nl[k]); 
if(k==l) 
flk-l][c-ck[k]*nl[k]]=0; 
if(nl[k]==0) 
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flk][c]=9999; 
else 
ITk][c]=(float) (ck[k])/(float)(c*nI [k])*(p)+f[k-l][c-ck[k]*nl [k]]; 
cl=c; 
c=c+l; 
nl[k]=c/ck[k]; 
nv[k][c]=nl[k]; 
}while(nl[k]<=nkO); 
for(c=cl+l ;c<=cO;c++) 
{ 
flk][c]=9999.0; 
nl[k]=0.0; 
nv[k][c]=0.0; 
} 
} 
if(k>l) 
{ 
for(c=l;c<=cO;c++) 
{ 
nl[k]=c/ck[k]; 
nv[k][c]=nl[k]; 
if(c<c2) 
{ 
nl[k]=0; 
nv[k][c]=0; 
f[k][c]=9999.0; 
} 
else 
{ 
if(nl[k]<nk[k]) 
min=nl[k]; 
else 
min=nk[k]; 
minl=9999.0; 
for(n 1 [k]=1 ;n 1 [k]<=min;n 1 [k]++) 
{ 
P=0; 
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for(j=l;j<=j_max;j++) 
p=p+(n[k]D]-nl[k])*(n[k]0]-nl[k]); 
b[nl[k]]=(float)(ck[k])/(float)(c*nl[k])*(p)+fIk-l][c-ck[k]*nl[k]]; 
if(b[nl[k]]<minl) 
{ 
minl=b[nl[k]]; 
aaa=nl[k]; 
nv[k][c]=nl[k]; 
} 
} 
nl[k]=aaa; 
flk][c]=b[nv[k][c]]; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
k=k-l; 
c=c-l; 
kl=k; 
nres[k]=nv[k][c]; 
for(x=k-1 ;x>= 1 ;x~) 
{ 
c=c-ck[k] *nv[k] [c]; 
k=k-l; 
nres[x]=nv[k][c]; 
} 
for(j=l;j<=j_max;j++) 
for(k=l ;k<=k_max;k++) 
res=res+(float)(ck[k]*(n[k][j]-nres[k])*(n[k][j]-
nres[k]))/(float)(nres[k]); 
res=res/cO; 
fl=fopen("c:\\aaa.d","a"); 
for(x=l;x<=kl;x++) 
{ 
fprintf(fl,"The optimum value of n[%d]=%d\n",x,nres[x]); 
printf("The optimum value of n[%d]=%d\n",x,nres[x]); 
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} 
fprintf(fl,"The total relative increase in the variances=%f\n",res); 
printf("The total relative increase in the variances=%f\n",res); 
fclose(fl); 
systemC'PAUSE"); 
return 0; 
Results For Example 1: 
The optimum value of n[l] =2 
The optimum value of n[2] =6 
The optimum value of n[3] =14 
The total relative increase in the variances = 0.178810 
Program for Example 2: 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
int main() 
{ 
FILE*in,*fl; 
int r,s,min,aaa,i,j,x,nres[ 10],n 1 [ 10],kl ,c=0,c 1 ,nk0,c2=0,k; 
float p,q,minl,res=0; 
intcO=5000,j_max=3,k_max=5,nv[10][5000]; 
float fI10][5000],b[500]; 
int nk[6]={ 1,39552,38347,43969,36942,41760}; 
intck[6]={l,3,4,5,6,7}; 
int n[6][4]= {{9,9,9,9}, 
{9,336,341,314}, 
{9,209,240,283}, 
{9,208,176,200}, 
{9,135,125,108}, 
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{9,187,198,182}}; 
for(k=l ;k<=k_max;k++) 
{ 
c2=c2+ck[k]; 
if(k==l) 
{ 
nl[k]=c/ck[k]; 
nv[k][c]=nl[k]; 
if((cO/ck[k])<nk[k]) 
nkO=cO/ck[k]; 
else 
nkO=nk[k]; 
do 
{ 
P=0; 
forG=l;j<=j_max;j++) 
P=P+(n[k]D]-nl[k])*(n[k]D]-nl[k]); 
if(k==l) 
flk-l][c-ck[k]*nl[k]]=0; 
if(nl[k]==0) 
flk][c]=9999; 
else 
flk][c]=(float) (ck[k])/(float)(c*n 1 [k])*(p)+flk-1 ] [c-ck[k]*n 1 [k]]; 
cl=c; 
c=c+l; 
nl[k]=c/ck[k]; 
nv[k][c]=nl[k]; 
}while(nl[k]<=nkO); 
for(c=cl+l;c<=cO;c++) 
{ 
flk][c]=9999.0; 
nl[k]=0.0; 
nv[k][c]=0.0; 
} 
} 
if(k>l) 
{ 
for(c=l;c<=cO;c++) 
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{ 
nl[k]=c/ck[k]; 
nv[k][c]=nl[k]; 
if(c<c2) 
{ 
nl[k]=0; 
nv[k][c]=0; 
flk][c]=9999.0; 
} 
else 
{ 
if(nl[k]<nk[k]) 
min=nl[k]; 
else 
min=nk[k]; 
minl=9999.0; 
for(nl [k]=l ;nl [k]<=min;nl [k]++) 
{ 
P=0; 
for(j=l ;j<=j_max;j++) 
P=P+(n[k]Ij]-nl[k])*(n[k][j]-nl[k]); 
b[nl [k]]=(float)(ck[k])/(float)(c*nl [k])*(p)+f[k-l][c-ck[k]*nl [k]]; 
if(b[nl[k]]<minl) 
{ 
minl=b[nl[k]]; 
aaa=nl[k]; 
nv[k][c]=nl[k]; 
} 
} 
nl[k]=aaa; 
flk][c]=b[nv[k][c]]; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
k=k-l; 
c=c-l; 
kl=k; 
nres[k]=nv[k][c]; 
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for(x=k-1 ;x>= 1 ;x-) 
{ 
c=c-ck[k] * nv [k] [c]; 
k=k-l; 
nres[x]=nv[k][c]; 
} 
forG=l;j<=j_max;j++) 
for(k= 1 ;k<=k_max;k++) 
res=res+(float)(ck[k]*(n[k][j]-nres[k])*(n[k][j]-
nres[k]))/(float)(nres[k]); 
res=res/cO; 
fl=fopen("c:\\aaa.d","a"); 
for(x=l;x<=kl;x++) 
{ 
fprintf(fl,"The optimum value of n[%d]=%d\n",x,nres[x]); 
printf("The optimum value of n[%d]=%d\n",x,nres[x]); 
} 
fprintf(fl,"The total relative increase in the variances=%f\n",res); 
printf("The total relative increase in the variances=%f\n",res); 
systemC'PAUSE"); 
return 0: 
} 
Results For Example 2: 
The optimum value of n[l] = 331 
The optimum value of n[2] = 246 
The optimum value of n[3] = 195 
The optimum value of n[4] = 123 
The optimum value of n[5] = 187 
The total relative increase in the variances = 0.017350 
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4.6 DISCUSSION 
A study comparing the compromise allocation discussed in this Chapter 
to other compromise allocations available in the sampling literature, for the 
situation illustrated in Example 2, was made. The results are summarized in 
Table 4.3. The allocations compared are 
1. Proportional allocation. 
Compromise allocations: 
2. By minimizing the trace of the variance-covariance matrix (see 
Sukhatme et al. (1984) 
3. By averaging the individual optimum allocations over characters 
(Cochran (1977)) 
4. By minimizing the total relative increase in the variances (Chatterjee 
(1967) 
5. By minimizing the total relative increase in the variances with integer 
restrictions, the method proposed in this Chapter. 
Note: (i) In Table 4.3, column 7 TRIV(«) denotes the total relative increases 
in the variance of estimated population mean given by the objective function of 
the nonlinear programming problem (4.5) for allocations «=(«j,«2,^3»«4»'^ 5) 
obtained under various criteria stated in column 1 of the table. 
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(ii) The compromise allocation obtained by minimizing the trace is given 
by 
n,- ^^^^/pAL (4.12) 
Table 4.3 
Total relative increases in the variances when a nonoptimal allocation is 
used. 
1 
Allocations 
(i) Proportional 
Compromise: 
(ii) Minimizing trace 
(iii) Average 
(iv) Chatterjees's 
(v) Proposed 
2 
«l 
197 
314 
330 
330 
331 
3 
«2 
191 
283 
244 
245 
246 
4 
«3 
219 
200 
195 
195 
195 
5 
«4 
184 
108 
123 
123 
123 
6 
«5 
208 
182 
189 
189 
187 
7 
TRIV(«) 
0.3054 
0.0397 
0.0173 
0.0173 
0.0173 
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Table 4.4 
Relative efficiencies as compared to the proportional allocation. 
1 
Allocations VH.) 4^) ''H) T-e '^ •E--^ •'•. proportional 
allocation 
(i) Proportional 
Compromise: 
(ii) Minimizing 
trace 
(iii) Average 
0.0131 0.0838 81.0078 81.1047 1.00 
0.0124 0.0771 72.4506 72.5401 1.12 
0.0122 0.0761 72.9586 73.0469 1.11 
(iv) Chatterjees's 0.0122 0.0761 72.8808 72.9691 1.11 
(v) Proposed 0.0122 0.0762 72.9551 73.0435 1.11 
Table 4.5 
Percentage increase in the variances of different characteristics. 
Characteristic 
1 
2 
3 
Percentag 
1 
0 
1.05 
2.75 
;e increase when optimization is 
done with respect to 
Characteristic 
2 
0.83 
0 
1.48 
3 
2.48 
1.58 
0 
Proposed 
0.83 
0.39 
0.69 
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(see Sukhatme et al. (1984)). 
Table 4.4 gives the trace of the variance-covariance matrix of y^t with 
respect to proportional allocation and various compromise allocations and the 
relative efficiency (R.E.) of various compromise allocations with respect to the 
proportional allocation. 
Table 4.5 gives the percentage increases in the variances of different 
characteristics when the optimum allocation for the / characteristic is used as 
the common allocation for all characteristics and when the proposed 
compromise allocation is used. The increase is worked out in comparison with 
the variances under individual optimum allocations given by the usual 
expression 
ignoring the terms in XjN^, as N}j,h = 1,2,...,5 are large enough. 
An examination of Table 4.5 reveals that the method proposed by us 
provides an allocation for which the maximum relative increase in the variance 
for any characteristic from its optimum variance is at most 0.83%. 
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Table 4.6 gives the percentage increases in the variances of different 
characteristics under individual optimum allocations when different 
compromise allocations are used. 
From Table 4.6 we conclude that the last three criteria differ little from 
each other w.r.t. the percentage increase in the variance. Although the proposed 
compromise allocation gives slightly higher percentage increase for 
characteristics 2 and 3, it certainly provides an answer to the problem of 
working out an integer optimum compromise allocation in the situation where 
other allocations fail to be feasible in the sense discussed elsewhere in this 
Chapter. 
Table 4.6 
Percentage increase in the variances of different characteristics under 
various criteria. 
Characteristic 
1 
2 
3 
Percenta 
(i) 
7.44 
10.41 
11.81 
ge increase when optimization 
with respect to the criterion 
(ii) 
2.48 
1.58 
0 
(iii) 
0.83 
0.26 
0.70 
is done 
(iv) 
0.83 
0.26 
0.59 
(V) 
(Proposed) 
0.83 
0.39 
0.69 
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